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The IPSAS CP asks the following questions in its REQUEST FOR COMMENTS. The responses prepared by the Task Force IRSPM A&A SIG, CIGAR Network and EGPA PSG XII are presented hereafter.

The IRSPM A&A SIG, CIGAR Network and EGPA PSG XII are three research networks that focus on Public Sector Accounting. The Task Force is made up of 16 researchers from these networks. The responses being presented are based on an analysis of the Consultation Paper, the IPSASB Conceptual Framework, relevant IPSAS, and various published research papers on the subject. Following various meetings and discussions, the members of the Task Force have reached the following common conclusions and suggestions.

The views expressed in this document represent those of the members of the Task Force and not of the whole research community represented by the networks, and neither of the Institutions/Universities with which they are affiliated.

Comments and suggestion considering the IPSASB CP for Accounting for Revenue and Non-Exchange Expenses

Core assumptions

We are of the opinion that, in general, public sector entities require public sector specific principles and standards that properly accommodate public sector specificities. As such, when public sector transactions resemble those taking place in the private sector, then principles and standards may be kept as aligned as possible. However, for public-sector-specific transactions, we are in favour of standards that are not adapted artificially from private sector accounting and we think there is a need to seek options that best fit the public sector. This core thesis underpins our proposals and recommendations herein.

Moreover, in our view, disregarding the revenue recognition principle may produce unwanted effects as it would generate “technical” surpluses and deficits. Although these effects would be neutral taking a long-term perspective, they may prove misleading for constituents and other users on a year-by-year basis. For example, constituents would not easily understand that a deficit is reported simply because funds that were intended to be used in the year had already been recognised as revenue in previous years.

Preliminary View 1 (following paragraph 3.8)

The IPSASB considers that it is appropriate to replace IPSAS 9, Revenue from Exchange Transactions, and IPSAS 11, Construction Contracts, with an IPSAS primarily based on IFRS 15, Revenue from Contracts with Customers. Such an IPSAS will address Category C transactions that:
(a) Involve the delivery of promised goods or services to customers as defined in IFRS 15; and
(b) Arise from a contract (or equivalent binding arrangement) with a customer which establishes performance obligations.

Do you agree with the IPSASB’s Preliminary View 1? If not, please give your reasons.

Comment:
Agree.
In general, achieving a convergence between IASB’s and IPSASB’s standards could be useful for
consolidation purposes in countries where commercially-oriented entities provide reports based on IFRS. This approach does make sense in the case of exchange transactions. Otherwise, particularities of the public sector should prevail. Coherently, such a convergence can be considered appropriate for revenue originating from the Category C transactions, which are based on commercial terms. However, it should be taken into account that the current version of IPSAS 11 also addresses non-commercial contracts, which should be considered as Category B transactions (if this Category is retained – see our comments on PV 3 and SMC 2) or as Category A transactions.

**Preliminary View 2 (following paragraph 3.9)**

Because Category A revenue transactions does not contain any performance obligations or stipulations, the IPSASB considers that these transactions will need to be addressed in an updated IPSAS 23.

Do you agree with the IPSASB’s Preliminary View 2? If not, please give your reasons.

**Comment:**

Agree.

We would suggest providing additional guidance concerning the identification of the taxable event¹, taking into account the distinct characteristics of the main public sector entities, such as central government, local governments, and their agencies. (See also SMC 4).

**Specific Matter for Comment 1 (following paragraph 3.10)**

Please provide details of the issues that you have encountered in applying IPSAS 23, together with an indication of the additional guidance you believe is needed in an updated IPSAS 23 for:

(a) Social contributions; and/or
(b) Taxes with long collection periods.

If you believe that there are further areas where the IPSASB should consider providing additional guidance in an updated IPSAS 23, please identify these and provide details of the issues that you have encountered, together with an indication of the additional guidance you believe is needed.

**Comment:**

A further area to be considered is providing additional guidance regarding taxes and fines with short collection periods (refer to answer to PV8).

Further clarification would be helpful on the accounting treatment of financial support provided on other than arms-length terms, as these might be seen to contain a non-exchange component. Such guidance might include concessionary loans, the deferral or release of loan repayment obligations and the giving of guarantees to third parties that provide finance to public sector organisations.

Several other non-exchange transactions frequently occurring in governments (e.g., the taking over of debts of other governments or organisations; providing funds to establish/create a new governmental or non-profit organisation; transfers of the member states to international organisations such as NATO, EU, UN; and so on) would require additional guidance.

Finally, additional guidance regarding voluntary contributions (with or without conditions attached) received by international organisations could be provided².

**Preliminary View 3 (following paragraph 4.64)**

The IPSASB considers that Category B transactions should be accounted for using the Public Sector Performance Obligation Approach.

Do you agree with the IPSASB’s Preliminary View 3? If not, please give your reasons.

---


Comment:

Disagree for the following reasons.

(a) IPSASB defines the so-called Category B transactions as a hybrid class of exchange and non-exchange whereby performance obligations or stipulations or time requirements are emphasised. The accounting treatment proposed in the CP is that for exchange transactions, following the PSPOA approach in IFRS 15. In our opinion, this should not be a category apart from A and C, but belongs to the Category A Non-exchange transactions, whereby certain additional characteristics are considered and regulated.

(b) The PSPOA does not comprehensively tackle the issue of recognizing revenue over a time period. Furthermore, each of its five steps can cause several criticalities (see our response to SMC2 below).

Specific Matter for Comment 2 (following paragraph 4.64)

The IPSASB has proposed broadening the requirements in the IFRS 15 five-step approach to facilitate applying a performance obligation approach to Category B transactions for the public sector. These five steps are as follows:

Step 1 – Identify the binding arrangement (paragraphs 4.29 - 4.35);
Step 2 – Identify the performance obligation (paragraphs 4.36 - 4.46);
Step 3 – Determine the consideration (paragraphs 4.47 – 4.50);
Step 4 – Allocate the consideration (paragraphs 4.51 – 4.54); and
Step 5 – Recognize revenue (paragraphs 4.55 – 4.58).

Do you agree with the proposals on how each of the IFRS 15 five-steps could be broadened? If not, please explain your reasons.

Comment:

Disagree. It would often be difficult to apply in practice the five steps suggested by the CP, especially step no. 2 (identification of “distinct services”), for transactions that include a significant non-exchange component. We accept that public sector entities are capable of interpreting their relationships in ways that might fit the approach in IFRS 15, but we do not see this as the most natural or effective application in a public-sector setting.

Governments do not make deals like enterprises, which can agree almost freely on certain contractual binding arrangements and performance obligations implying price and thus revenue changes. Very often governments cooperate with other governments (e.g. local authorities) or with non-profit organizations based on legislation and regulations, which provide a framework including oversight activities in which the non-exchange transactions are conducted. Moreover, such public administration frameworks differ across countries and jurisdictions depending on constitutional laws and on the way governments are organized. Furthermore, governments and non-profit organizations have fewer pure supplier-client relationships than private-sector enterprises; governments often cooperate by agency relationships in order to create public services and that is why they organize non-exchange activities. Therefore, it is difficult to apply IFRS 15 as a general reference for the wide variety of differently regulated public sector entities.

Specific Matter for Comment 3 (following paragraph 4.64)

If the IPSASB were to implement Approach 1 and update IPSAS 23 for Category B transactions, which option do you favour for modifying IPSAS 23 for transactions with time requirements (but no other stipulations):

(a) Option (b) – Require enhanced display/disclosure;
(b) Option (c) – Classify time requirements as a condition;
(c) Option (d) – Classify transfers with time requirements as other obligations; or
(d) Option (e) – Recognize transfers with time requirements in net assets/equity and recycle through the statement of financial performance.

Please explain your reasons.

**Comment:**

Option b) can distort the performance measurement during a period if applied alone. In any case, disclosures cannot compensate for inadequate or inappropriate accounting. Additional disclosures may be useful in combination with other alternative options.

Option c) can create superficial liabilities.

Option d) might inflate liabilities; in fact, if there is no obligation to return any cash flows, they are not a liability but represent restricted funds. It is typical for governments to function as an agent on behalf of the society they represent and the resources they obtain are assigned to certain programs or objectives. Therefore, these resources are earmarked by allocating funds, which are not liabilities, but which are part of the net assets/equity. One can refer to the American governmental fund accounting system regulated by the US GASB (Governmental Accounting Standards Board).

Option e) can be adopted, although preferably without the use of and recycling in ‘Other Comprehensive Income’ (this expression would be misleading). We suggest using expressions like “Restricted Funds”, to be considered as part of the net assets. This option allows the recognition of revenues over a period of time and their attribution to the period in which expenses for the provision of services occur. This solution, compared to the PSPOA, seems to better accommodate both the specificity of public sector entities and the revenue recognition principle. Indeed, it allows the recognition of revenues over more than one reporting period in those cases, very common in the public sector, in which binding agreements do not contain explicit promises about the distinct services to be delivered.

**Specific Matter for Comment 4 (following paragraph 4.64)**

Do you consider that the option that you have identified in SMC 3 should be used in combination with Approach 1 Option (a) – Provide additional guidance on making the exchange/non-exchange distinction?

(a) Yes
(b) No

Please explain your reasons.

**Comment:**

Agree: Providing additional guidance could be useful.

More generally, providing “practical guides”, where the distinct characteristics of the main public sector entities (central government, local governments, agencies, and so on) could be considered, would be useful. These guides could be provided in separate documents (not as an appendix of a standard) where different examples could help practitioners.

**Preliminary View 4 (following paragraph 5.5)**

The IPSASB considers that accounting for capital grants should be explicitly addressed within IPSAS. Do you agree with the IPSASB’s Preliminary View 4? If not please give your reasons.

**Comment:**

Agree: In most public sector entities or government levels, capital grants are material amounts and relevant to many public investments (e.g. in infrastructure).

**Specific Matter for Comment 5 (following paragraph 5.5)**

(a) Has the IPSASB identified the main issues with capital grants? If you think that there are other issues with capital grants, please identify them.

(b) Do you have any proposals for accounting for capital grants that the IPSASB should consider? Please explain your issues and proposals.

**Comment:**
(a) The main issues have been identified. Capital grants recognition could be connected to the rules established by the entity which provides the grants. For example, for EU Grants, condition of receipt would normally be related to adherence to rules. Once adherence is approved, the grant is given.

(b) IAS 20’s requirements can somehow be considered as a reference, allowing recognition of capital grants as revenue on a systematic basis over the useful life of the asset financed by the grants. We suggest adopting this approach since it allows the capital grants to appear in a separate line and can then be tracked over time and compared across entities. Furthermore, this approach is particularly suited for governments, given that, differently from private firms, capital grants are a common way of funding the purchase of non-current assets.

However, the deferred capital grants should not be recorded as a liability, but as a ‘Capital Grant Fund’ as part of the net assets/equity. The receipt of the capital grant and its accounting treatment should be disclosed in the notes.

We are not in favour of adopting the alternative approach of IAS 20, which considers capital grants as a deduction from the cost of the asset. This would influence information that is useful for cost accounting purposes. Deducting the grant from the cost of the asset would produce a misleading representation of the government’s asset base for accountability purposes. There are cases where we are interested about the cost of services, regardless of funding sources, for performance measurement and other purposes.

Specific Matter for Comment 6 (following paragraph 5.9)
Do you consider that the IPSASB should:
(a) Retain the existing requirements for services in-kind, which permit, but do not require recognition of services in-kind; or
(b) Modify requirements to require services in-kind that meet the definition of an asset to be recognised in the financial statements provided that they can be measured in a way that achieves the qualitative characteristics and takes account of the constraints on information; or
(c) An alternative approach.

Please explain your reasons. If you favour an alternative approach please identify that approach and explain it.

Comment:
The existing requirements (Option a) reduce the comparability of financial statements. In our view, the services in-kind are free and should not be accounted for in the general ledger since their cost does not really exist. This does not mean that services in-kind should not be reported: they can have important consequences and should be documented, explained and disclosed off-balance sheet. We would argue that in terms of making an analysis or to take management decisions, the ‘valuation’ of services in-kind is necessary, but not in the general ledger where only really existing costs should be recorded.

Option b) might provide an excessive discretionary power.

A possible alternative approach (Option c) could consist in identifying the value of services in-kind and disclose it in the notes if a public sector entity considers these services significant and necessary (as in the case of services the entity would otherwise purchase, which means that obtaining information about their cost should not be onerous). Estimating the value of services in-kind can be a form of reporting, but we argue that non-existent costs must not be included in the general ledger. Accordingly, this option would mean that the issue of measuring the value of services in-kind may become relevant for decision making purposes. But for accountability purposes disclosure about them off-balance sheet may make sense.

Preliminary View 5 (following paragraph 6.37)
The IPSASB is of the view that non-exchange transactions related to universally accessible services and collective services impose no performance obligations on the resource recipient. These non-exchange transactions should therefore be accounted for under The Extended Obligating Event Approach.

Do you agree with the IPSASB’s Preliminary View 5? If not, please give your reasons.
Comment:

Agree, but please note that there is no obligating event (see PV 6).

Preliminary View 6 (following paragraph 6.39)

The IPSASB is of the view that, because there is no obligating event related to non-exchange transactions for universally accessible services and collective services, resources applied for these types of non-exchange transactions should be expensed as services are delivered.

Do you agree with the IPSASB’s Preliminary View 6? If not, please give your reasons.

Comment:

Agree.

Preliminary View 7 (following paragraph 6.42)

The IPSASB is of the view that where grants, contributions and other transfers contain either performance obligations or stipulations they should be accounted for using the PSPOA which is the counterpart to the IPSASB’s preferred approach for revenue.

Do you agree with the IPSASB’s Preliminary View 7? If not, please give your reasons.

Comment:

Disagree: If grants, contributions and other transfers belong to the Category B transactions, according to our comment on PV 3, the PSPOA should be avoided.

Disagree with the view that treatment of expenditure has to mirror treatment of revenues. Recognition of revenues and expenses should reflect the essence of the transaction from the lens of each part that is involved. It is important that public sector entities’ revenues are not anticipated and/or overstated. This is consistent with the principle of conservatism, although the problem goes beyond the respect of this principle, evoking a more general and careful deliberation on the approach adopted while recognising revenues and expenses.

To clarify our point of view, in the Appendix, we refer to the ‘Illustrative Examples’ provided by the Board at the end of the Consultation Paper.

Preliminary view 8 (following paragraph 7.18)

The Board considers that at initial recognition, non-contractual receivables should be measured at face value (legislated amount) of the transaction(s) with any amount expected to be uncollectible identified as an impairment.

Do you agree with the IPSASB’s Preliminary View 8? If not, please give your reasons.

Comment:

Agree with the initial recognition at face value (legislative amount).

It should be taken into account that one of the parties to the transaction is not “willing” (as also highlighted in the CP itself). This fact justifies that non-contractual and contractual receivables are treated differently. Moreover, sometimes a non-contractual receivable not only does not materialize, but may carry the risk of turning into a liability – for example, a court fine that is subsequently not paid and the transgressor ends up serving a prison sentence instead.

Agree with impairment methodology. If there is a high likelihood that significant amounts could be uncollectible, both non-contractual receivables and revenue should not be recognised (the entity could provide information in the notes). Otherwise, non-contractual receivables can be recognised at the

---

legislative amount, and any amount expected to be uncollectible is disclosed and taken into account at subsequent measurement.

**Preliminary View 9 (following paragraph 7.34)**

The IPSASB considers that subsequent measurement of non-contractual receivables should use the fair value approach.

Do you agree with the IPSASB’s Preliminary View 9? If not, please give your reasons.

**Comment:**

Disagree.

The cost approach, using undiscounted cash flows, is more straightforward, maybe less costly and less sensitive to political manipulation. The argument that adopting this approach implies that non-contractual receivables are not considered as financial instruments seems to be not so relevant, taking into account the characteristics of non-contractual receivables compared to those of contractual receivables (refer to our response to PV8).

**Specific Matter for Comment 7 (following paragraph 7.46)**

For subsequent measurement of non-contractual payables do you support:

(a) Cost of Fulfillment Approach;
(b) Amortized Cost Approach;
(c) Hybrid Approach; or
(d) IPSAS 19 requirements?

Please explain your reasons.

**Comment:**

Support IPSAS 19 requirements, which are straightforward enough. Moreover, as in the previous case (see comments on PV8 and PV9), it is not relevant that non-contractual payables are not considered as financial instruments: after all, non-contractual payables are not similar to financial instruments because not all parties have necessarily entered “willingly” into the transaction.

**Other comments**

**Chapter 6**

- Table on page 49: Universal Education does mitigate effect on social risks – should read “Yes”
- Re-6.29 and 6.34: In a tripartite situation, Steps 2 and 5 become complicated and onerous for the resource provider.
- Re-6.33: The allocation and bundling is subjective.
Appendix

**GENERAL (NON-SPECIFIC) GRANT:** A national government transfers CU10 million to a local government to undertake social programs.

We find this example to be somewhat strange. It appears that there are no conditions at all placed on the local government for the supply of its services and that the grant is not returnable, under any circumstances, to the national government. We think that, in practice, some conditions / requirements would exist either in administrative law or in the outline terms for the payment of the grant. Furthermore, this appears to be a revenue grant that we would expect to be provided annually by the national government and not three years in advance. Nevertheless, we have taken the terms of the grant as given in the consultation paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource recipient (Local government) perspective (revenue recognition)</th>
<th>Resource provider (National government) perspective (expenses recognition)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Journal entries we support:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Journal entries we support:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Receivables 10</td>
<td>Dr. Expenses 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr. Restricted fund 3.33</td>
<td>Cr. Liabilities 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Restricted fund 3.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr. Revenue 3.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rationale for our position.** In our view, the alternative treatment based on the recognition of this amount immediately and entirely as revenue (see our comment on SMC 3), is incorrect. The transfer is actually the provision of a “restricted fund”, being part of the net assets instead of being a liability. It is not a liability because there are no performance obligations on the local government and the funding is not repayable to the national government.

In effect, the local government is receiving funding for three years of its activities as a lump sum rather than three individual annual grants.

**Rationale for our position.** In our view, when there is an agreement on the transfer as a non-exchange transaction, the provider immediately undergoes the expense of CU 10 million.

The alternative treatment, based on the recognition of an asset, is incorrect. The national government has no asset, since the amount does not yield further benefit to the national government and it is non-refundable with no attached performance obligations (according to the terms of the example).

We would also argue that “mirror thinking” may facilitate consolidation, but this is not the issue here. Maybe, the Board could take into consideration consolidation issues when drafting guidance.
A SPECIFIC GRANT (COVERING VACCINATIONS, WITH NO RETURN OBLIGATION): A national government signs an agreement to make a cash transfer of CU 5 million to a health service entity providing a vaccination program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource recipient (Health service entity) perspective (revenue recognition)</th>
<th>Resource provider (National government) perspective (expenses recognition)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Journal entries we support:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Cash 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr. Restricted fund 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*According to the length of the vaccination programme, the revenue is recognized and the restricted fund reverses accordingly:*  

| Dr. Restricted fund CU XXX  |
| Cr. Revenue CU XXX  |

**Rationale for our position.** In our view, the alternative treatment based on the recognition of a liability:

| Dr. Cash 5  |
| Cr. Liability 5  |

is incorrect because there is no debt owing to the grant provider. Therefore, the credit balance should be recorded in a restricted fund as part of net assets/equity. Essentially, we could agree with the PSPOA – BUT the “non-earned” grant is recorded as a restricted fund (as part of net assets/equity) rather than a liability.

**Rationale for our position.** In our view, the alternative treatment, based on the recognition of an asset:

| Dr. Asset 5  |
| Cr. Cash 5  |

is incorrect. The national government should recognise an expense rather than an asset because, once the grant provider has made the binding agreement, all of the expenses are realized. Should the national government initially recognise an asset, it would then need to set up adequate information flows from the beneficiaries to gradually expense the asset. This may become excessively cumbersome and/or insufficiently reliable, considering the multitude of entities being funded. Therefore, this treatment should probably be limited to the cases where any unused funding is explicitly required to be returned.

Although it could result in lower future grant payments until the vaccinations are provided (see CP page 81, fourth bullet point), the provider is committed to give the full funding. If the full vaccination programme is not given, then this would be an issue that is reflected in the accounts of the health service organization, which would have a balance on its restricted fund account that it can transfer on to other programmes (for which the provider will reduce funding in the future).
MULTI-YEAR RESEARCH GRANT (WITH OBLIGATION TO RETURN ANY UNUSED CONSIDERATION): A national government will provide a research university with a grant of CU 25 million for publishing each of the 5 years’ research results. Each instalment is payable at the start of each year.

This example includes an even allocation of grant payments and reports / other deliverables, leading to a smooth pattern of revenue & expense recognition. It seems more likely that the allocation would be ‘lumpy’ with more reporting later in the project and it is not clear whether this would change the pattern of revenue & expense recognition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource recipient (Research University) perspective (revenue recognition)</th>
<th>Resource provider (National government) perspective (expenses recognition)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Journal entries we support:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Journal entries we support:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Receivable 5</td>
<td>Dr. Asset 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr. Liability 5</td>
<td>Cr. Payable 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When the results of the 1st milestone are published, the university recognizes revenue of CU 5 million and derecognizes the corresponding liability:</td>
<td>When the results of the 1st milestone are published, the national government recognizes an expense of CU 5 million and derecognizes the corresponding asset:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Liability 5</td>
<td>Dr. Expense 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr. Revenue 5</td>
<td>Cr. Asset 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rationale for our position. In our view, this treatment is correct since the grant is returnable by the University if the work is not carried out and the reports are not published.

Rationale for our position. In our view, the alternative treatment, based on the immediate recognition of an expense:

Dr. Expense 5
Cr. Liability 5

is incorrect, because the funding agreement contains a return obligation (i.e., a condition) imposed on the research university. Accordingly, the national government has to recognise an asset to reflect the university’s unfulfilled condition that can be enforced by the national government. This is an asset because it can be considered as a resource controlled by the national government until the condition is fulfilled and it was a result of a past event.
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